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Hence, could it be that something had gone wrong with the previously signed 
contract? 

At this moment, he could not help but ask the Mystic Maiden of the Nine 
Heavens, “What’s down there?” 

The Mystic Maiden replied, “A peculiar formation!” 

Alex froze for a brief moment. He was also familiar with spell formations, but 
so far, he still could not sense any energy fluctuation from the spell formation. 

“Have you been here before?” 

“No, I foretold it” 

“Divination?” 

“Sort of!” 

Alex was instantly speechless as he somehow felt that she looked a bit 
unreliable. 

The Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens understood the meaning of his 
expression, so she coldly snorted. “You couldn’t sense it. That’s because your 
cultivation level isn’t high enough, and you also lack an understanding of spell 
formations.” 

Alex said, “I think I’m well achieved in spell formations.” 

The Mystic Maiden said, “Feel it then. What’s down there?” 

Alex frowned and closed his eyes, feeling the surrounding energy with his 
mind. 

Spell formation was a mysterious thing. The existence of ancient runes 
corresponded with heaven and earth, interacted with the laws and exercised 
wonders in the laws. Those who studied spell formations could feel that 
change. 



After a while, Alex felt it. 

“As expected, there’s a spell formation!” 

“There’s one more… It’s the overbearing Slaying Sword Formation!” 

“It seems there’s a deserted city too!” 

Alex closed his eyes, but his faint golden light unexpectedly appeared on his 
forehead. Under the skin, an eye faintly opened up, shooting out a golden 
glow. The Mystic Maiden, who could see his current change, was stunned. 
This was the divine eye that Alex had cultivated, but now it experienced 
another change. 

Surprisingly, it detached from his original eyes and formed a supernatural 
power on the forehead with golden light flowing, as if Shiva had opened his 
third eye. 

With the golden eye‘s help, Alex could see the bottom of the deep sea over 
dozens of kilometers. 

Wham! 

Just then, Dolores Orlando launched a powerful attack. A peacock plume with 
extreme murderous intent turned into a stream of aurora behind her back, 
bombarding the pig demon. 

Pigsy, who sensed the plume in advance, twisted hard to dodge it, but it still 
managed to cut its hind leg, leaving a deep wound and almost severing its leg. 

“D*mn, this old hen! This old demon was trying to cut Grandpa Pig’s leg!” the 
old pig screamed, but its injured leg affected its speed. 

Alex hurriedly acted by treating it with the Ultimate Book of Medicine. He 
healed the wound almost in the blink of an eye. 

“Oh my, your medical skill is this good?” The old pig was astonished. 

“Hurry up. We’re going to arrive soon,” Alex urged. 

The divine golden eye looked more dazzling. 

Whoosh! 



Half a minute later, an undersea city appeared before them. It was pitch-black 
and silent, and they had not encountered any Undead demon beasts… Or 
rather, they had not encountered the Undead demon beasts along the way. 
This was a bit inconsistent with the rumors. 

However, this undersea city was towering and majestic, showing its former 
glory. And, the spell formation’s energy fluctuation came from a circular dojo. 

This place seemed to be a war platform, with a gush of austere aura 
permeating the surroundings. Pigsy carrying Alex, instantly rushed into the 
city. 

Dolores and Sam, who had reached here in the pursuit, also clearly felt 
something was wrong. 

Sam said, “Saint Orlando, this undersea city is not simple. This may be a 
Checkmate!” 

Dolores said, “This may be a creation of opportunity. Go in!” 
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They were experts. Even if they were at the sea bed of a depth of several 
dozen kilometers, it would not exert much pressure on them. 

Pigsy, carrying Alex, rushed toward the circular dojo right away. 

However, it had acquired Alex’s reminder that there was a powerful sword 
formation in the circular dojo, and they would receive a devastating blow if 
they entered it rashly. Hence, it hurriedly stopped after reaching the edge. 

After looking behind it, it immediately squealed. “D*mn that old hen! Why did 
she chase us all the way down here?! Little minion, how did you offend this 
old hag? You didn’t really fool around with her and then abandon her, right? 
F*ck… They’ll be here soon. What should we do? It’s an emergency!” 

Alex was anxious as well. As he looked at the dojo before him, the golden 
vertical eye on his forehead glowed, much more dazzling than before. 



“The ancient sword formation… The twenty four constellations… A bunkmate 
in all directions…” 

“God d*mn it! Something heinous is in this sword formation. There’s no 
chance of survival at all. We will end up dead wherever we go. The person 
who set up this sword formation was probably not a human!” 

The distressed Alex turned around and looked behind him. Powerful waves 
soared behind Dolores and Sam’s backs. With both their speed, they would 
be able to catch up to here within two minutes. Unfortunately, the situation 
was already quite urgent, so they would end up dead once they were caught 
up. 

“Little minion, I didn’t expect that you had a bit of knack for spell formations. I 
notice that golden pupil on your forehead. What is that thing?” the Mystic 
Maiden of the Nine Heavens asked. 

“Big Sis, now our lives are hanging by a thread. How can now be the right 
time to discuss my eye? Don’t you know about divination? Hurry up and 
foretell. Where to go?” Alex said. 

The Mystic Maiden lightly snorted. “How rude. I’m your master. You have to 
call me Master or Master White Lotus.” 

The narcissism and smugness in the Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens 
were revealed. 

Meanwhile, Pigsy squealed. “White… White… White Lotus?!” 

He could see that this guy was desperately suppressing his laughter, not 
knowing if it knew the real meaning of white lotus. 

The Mystic Maiden was infuriated. “Laugh your *ss. From now on, you have to 
call me Master White Lotus too.” 

This time, Pigsy’s facial expression looked even richer. It simply looked 
uncomfortable from holding it in, as if it was going to die from suffocation. 

At this point, Alex could be very sure that the old pig must have known the 
other meaning of white lotus. However, he feared that the Mystic Maiden of 
the Nine Heavens would notice it, so he immediately diverted her attention. 



“Let’s not talk about this now. We’re in a great hurry. Hurry up and foretell it. 
How do we find the way of survival?” 

The Mystic Maiden said, “Step right in.” 

“Step right in? From this position? Go in?! Are you for real? That’s the position 
of calamity once we step in. Are you for real?” 

“Did you foretell wrongly?” 

“You’ll know once you step in.” 

Then, the flying murderous peacock plume with a devastating aura that 
seemed to have filled the sky ignored the interference of the sea bed’s heavy 
pressure, appearing right behind them instantly. 

“Here goes nothing! Go in!” 

“Oink, oink!” 

Pigsy went into the sword formation in a step. 

In the very next second, he felt a great shock all over his body, and the scene 
before him abruptly changed. It was not what he had seen outside, but he was 
in the wilderness. Next to him were huge ruins of war and enormous collapsed 
buildings piled with historical dust, and a heavy wave of tragedy assailed his 
senses. There was no water here, but corpses were lying at sixes and sevens. 

They looked extremely ancient. The clothes on each corpse had long decayed 
and turned into pitch-black fly ash, piling up on the body. They must have 
gone through countless years. Some had long since turned into a pile of white 
bones, and even no bones were left. However, more corpses seemed to be 
maintaining intact bodies, such that even the passage of time could not wear 
the bodies away. There was even mysterious energy swirling on the corpses. 

“Where is… This?” Pigsy froze. It shrugged and shook Alex down. 

Alex froze as well. 

He did not look at the surroundings right away. Instead, he looked back 
because Dolores and Sam were chasing them. Logically, they should have 
come in immediately after a brief moment of delay. 



The old pig was also nervous when it saw Alex’s expression. 

Just then, Alex’s forehead glowed, and a head that had delicate brows and a 
stunningly beautiful face with classical charm popped out… A small tree 
branch was casually inserted onto the young hair. 

The tree branch glowed, and there were even lush green tree leaves on it. It 
was the tree branch that had been broken off the Chaos Tree. 

Alex was stunned instantly. He looked up, meeting her face to face. She had 
red lips, pearly white teeth, a sharp and delicate nose and a pair of large eyes 
that glowed brightly. 

It was indeed bizarre to face her at close quarters, let alone appear in such 
way. 

The old pig was stunned. “You… You’re… Master White Lotus?” 
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The Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens glanced at it, but soon she looked 
elsewhere and said, “If I’m not wrong, this is a world within the formation. The 
person who set up this formation was quite skilled! Don’t worry about those 
two chickens getting here. The world within the formation will change all the 
time. Even if they step in from the same position, they will arrive elsewhere.” 

As soon as she said that, Alex and the old pig breathed a sigh of relief. 

The old pig raised its snout continuously as if it had sniffed something good. 
So, it immediately turned around and ran over, following the trail of aroma. 

“Pigsy, come back!” 

The Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens hurriedly shouted in a delicate voice. 

Almost at the same time, a lightning bolt descended from the sky suddenly, 
striking at the old pig. 

Boom! 



A loud boom rang out. 

Only then did Alex notice that it was not a bolt of lightning whatsoever at all, 
but it was a stream of sword light that struck down fiercely. Fortunately, the 
old pig dodged it at a breakneck speed. But even so, a bloody wound 
appeared on its left pig ear, and the sword light almost severed its pig head. 

The old pig yelled in pain with a lingering fear. Then, it hurriedly ran back. 

Alex noticed the sword light had formed an extremely deep mark on the 
ground, but the mark healed automatically in just the blink of an eye as if it 
had never existed. 

The Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens asked Alex, “Little Minion, can you 
tell the name of this spell formation?” 

Alex shook his head. “It’s too complex. The Four Symbols correspond with the 
astronomical phenomena and the constellations in eight directions. I’ve never 
seen such a formation blueprint. The ancient runes here are bizarre too. I 
don’t know most of them.” 

The Mystic Maiden nodded. “You have quite a bit of basics in spell formation. 
But, nevertheless, you managed to see something. Many spell formation 
masters who encounter such a formation will be in the dark without being able 
to distinguish all the directions. This spell formation is called the Seventy two 
Heavenly Immortal-slaying Formation. There. A total of seventy two super 
large formations form it. It has been claimed that it could even slay Divine 
Monarchs!” 

Alex was dumbfounded. 

On the other hand, he also had a new understanding of the Mystic Maiden. As 
expected, she was not an ordinary person to recognize such a complex spell 
formation. 

“Can you control this spell formation?” 

“I’m still unable to find a way out. As far as I can see, it’s all a dead end.” 

Alex asked that. Then, he frowned. “Can you get your whole body out? This 
looks like you’re going to kiss me soon. I’m a little nervous!” 



The Mystic Maiden’s expression stiffened. The next second, she came out 
with a swish. 

What an unparalleled beauty! 

Even Pigsy was dumbfounded when it looked at her. 

The Mystic Maiden stretched her body and said, “I still can’t exercise 
vigorously with this body in a short time. It will fall apart if I’m not careful. Eight 
Chaos Beads are too few. It’ll be perfect when you have gathered the twenty 
four beads.” 

After a pause, she continued, “Originally, the Seventy two Heaven Immortal-
slaying Formation didn’t exist for survival, but it was for the sake of finding a 
way out of an impasse. This is an absolute formation, but that’s what makes it 
so powerful! You guys follow me. We’ll find the foundation of the Immortal-
slaying Formation. I hope that the two chickens have come in, so we can use 
this to obliterate them. ” 

She gently lifted her foot and twisted her waist as she moved forward slowly. 

Alex, staring at her waist and hips, somehow felt that the way she walked was 
bizarre and gave out a lascivious aura. 

Pigsy stared at her as well. Finally, it whispered to Alex, “Does our Master 
White Lotus have poor kidneys?” 

Alex replied, “She should have no kidneys.” 

Once the Mystic Maiden before him twisted her waist, she almost sprained her 
delicate waist. It was strange as well. 

It was still the same path. When the old pig had run over earlier, it was 
immediately attacked by the sword light. However, when the Mystic Maiden 
led the way and made one or two turns, she was unexpectedly safe and 
sound. 

Just as everyone was relieved, roars suddenly rang out ahead. 

Ten or so black ferocious beasts suddenly appeared before the crowd. The 
leading one among the beasts was thirty meters tall. Its body was broken, and 
its bones were all exposed, but its aura was overwhelming. 



Pigsy exclaimed, “Ah! Master, what monsters are these?” 

The Mystic Maiden was astonished as well. “I… I don’t know either.” 

Alex asked, “What should we do now?” 

“Run!” 

Once the Mystic Maiden finished speaking, she immediately rushed back into 
Alex’s mind palace. To his surprise… She had gone into hiding. 

Alex was speechless. 
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The Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens… Had unexpectedly gone into hiding! 

As Alex and the old pig looked at each other in dismay, they somehow felt 
they had been trolled. 

Meanwhile, the ten or so zombie-like ferocious beasts that had broken bodies 
stared at Alex and the old pig with their red-glowing eyes. Then, they slowly 
approached and encircled them while emanating a vehemently suppressive 
and intimidating aura. 

The mental coercion was too intense. 

Buzz! 

The golden lake of divine power in Alex’s body shook, and a gush of 
boundless and magnificent energy surged. The divine power unexpectedly 
reacted at this time, helping Alex proactively to withstand the force. 

On the other hand, the old pig wanted to run away with its trembling legs. But, 
looking at the ten or so ferocious beasts, it kept retreating. “Oink, Oink…” 

It could not help but let out a pig squeal due to emotional distress. But to its 
surprise, the ten or so ferocious beasts seemed to be infuriated after hearing 
that. 



The thirty meter tall leader looked like a ferocious tiger, but its back was full of 
bone spikes. Half of its ribs in the abdomen were exposed, and its stomach 
was pitch-dark as if it was hollow. At this moment, it unexpectedly spoke the 
human language. “How dare you, a plucked domestic pig, grunt at us? Do you 
know how to write the word ‘death’?” 

The old pig squealed astonishingly, and its tiny eyes widened. 

To its surprise, the few monsters with broken and hollow bodies whom it 
encountered in this ancient sword formation that had been silent for an 
unknown period could even speak human language. No one would believe 
that if it told someone else. 

The old pig felt immense pressure. Then, he unscrupulously sold Alex out and 
said, “Gentlemen, I’m just a pig demon with limited IQ. I’ve accidentally 
barged into your special place… It’s all because of this human. He deceived 
me into coming here and offending all of you. Look, we’re considered to be of 
the same kind. All of us are four-legged. We were a family a hundred million 
years ago. This human is the one that you should deal with.” 

Alex was speechless. 

However, the monsters’ leader said, “Human flesh doesn’t taste good. Pork 
tastes better. I haven’t consumed pork for a long time, so I’ll just try it today!” 

After saying that, the ten or so ferocious beasts immediately rushed toward 
Pigsy. 

“Oink, oink! Do you want to eat Grandpa Pig? Grandpa Pig will make you 
taste its farts!” the old pig shouted before turning around and letting out a 
great, loud, and concentrated fart. 

Even the air turned turbid. It was simply comparable to a stink bomb. 

Alex immediately retreated and scolded, “Pigsy, can’t you use a better 
ultimate move?” 

The old pig took to its heels. “If you’re capable, go for it!” 

Alex reminded, “You know nothing about this place. Don’t run around 
recklessly. Otherwise, I won’t be responsible for saving you if you’re struck to 
death by the sword light. Anyway, you’re just an unscrupulous domestic pig.” 



Pigsy’s fart suffocated the ten or so ferocious beasts till they were dizzy and 
jumped around madly, losing a sense of direction. 

Boom! 

A loud boom rang out. 

A ferocious beast did not see the right direction and touched the crux of the 
Seventy-two Heaven-slaying Immortal Formation, causing a stream of purple 
sword light to strike down and pierce it. 

The sword’s strength was earth-shattering. 

The ferocious beast that had its heart penetrated by the sword fell to the 
ground and died. 

However, a human figure unexpectedly emerged from the ferocious beast’s 
corpse after death… It was not a mistake. That was a male human’s phantom. 
He was relatively faint and looked a bit bewildered and disoriented. 

But soon, a whirlwind appeared above his head, sucking his soul into it. Then, 
the whirlwind disappeared rapidly. 

“Little Minion, did you see it?” Pigsy looked stunned. “Why would the soul that 
came out from the inside be a human one? Where did the soul go?” 

Alex did not know about it, so he hurriedly asked the Mystic Maiden of the 
Nine Heavens. 

The Mystic Maiden in the mind palace said, “You should discover the truth of 
everything yourself to increase your impression of it. Don’t ask me about 
everything. I’m not your encyclopedia.” 

Alex nodded and said, “I understand. So you don’t know either.” 

The Mystic Maiden, who had been smug, was instantly a little angry and 
stomped her foot in Alex’s mind palace. “B*stard Minion, how dare you to 
suspect your master’s ability? I’m not your master if I don’t teach you some 
lesson.” 

She activated the contract’s restriction, trying to make Alex suffer. 
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Then… There was no more. 

She noticed that Alex did not seem to be able to feel the contract’s restriction. 

‘This is..? ‘Impossible?!’ 

‘Has the contract become invalid?’ 

The Mystic Maiden was a little confused. Indeed, this situation was a little 
beyond her imagination. Finally, she gave up dejectedly after trying about a 
dozen times. ‘This b*stard minion must have a great secret on him. He even 
managed to dodge the contract of the world… But he doesn’t seem to know 
about it. Hehe…’ 

Alex thought that the Mystic Maiden would activate the restriction, but nothing 
happened after waiting for a while. 

At this moment, he and Pigsy retreated to the path they were coming from. To 
their surprise, they encountered Dolores and Sam. The two old peacocks 
were covered in wounds after disappearing for a few minutes. Especially for 
Sam, his arm was pitch-dark, and there was a transparent hole in the 
abdomen. 

But even so, he was still lively, and his wound was healing at speed visible to 
the naked eye. The tenacity of his vitality was evident. 

“I’ve found them!” When Sam saw Alex and the old pig, he immediately 
shouted. 

“D*mn it! How unlucky!” Alex jumped in shock as well. Never did he expect 
that these two creatures would appear on the path they were on. So, he 
instantly turned around and ran away. 

“Go after them!” 

Dolores and Sam chased right behind him like mad dogs. 



Spell formations were everywhere in such a place, so Alex and the old pig 
could not run fast. However, the two creatures behind them immediately 
chased after them by following their footsteps and soon caught up to them. 

“Pigsy, make them taste your farts!” Alex screamed. 

When Dolores at the back heard that, she recalled the previous disgusting 
encounter and abruptly retreated on conditioned reflex. However, Pigsy could 
not let out its farts just because it wanted to. It had a cooldown time. 

After a few seconds, the peacocks caught up to them again. 

Alex screamed again, “Pigsy, fart for real this time!” 

The two peacocks retreated abruptly once again. 

However, they helplessly saw the pig demon twisting its buttock and running 
forward. It did not fart at all. Dolores, who had been fooled twice, was 
infuriated. “I’m going to chop off that abomination’s ass!” 

She was the great Golden Immortal Demon. She had suffered grievances one 
after another today, so she could no longer tolerate it. She took out a very 
short stake that seemed to be a magical treasure. After rushing up to it, she 
pointed the stake forward fiercely. 

“Go!” 

Alex grabbed the old pig and activated Instant Teleportation. The stake shot 
forward swiftly over a long distance, but it just happened to hit the ferocious 
beasts’ leader ahead that was running over in a towering rage. 

To say the least, this was also the peculiarity of this spell formation. It was 
clearly not over a long distance, but Dolores did not notice the ferocious beast 
nor hear the commotion just now at all. 

The stake that was of magical treasure was extremely powerful. After hitting 
the beast, it automatically exploded. 

A huge hole formed in the chest of the ferocious beasts’ leader following the 
explosion. 

Roar! 



It flew into a rage all of a sudden. Then, after rushing out, it happened to see 
Dolores and Sam. 

“Die!” 

Ten or so ferocious beasts behind it pounced on them viciously. 

Meanwhile, Alex and the old pig appeared on the path ahead. 

The Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens manifested once again. She led the 
way ahead to find the spell formation and control position of the crux. She was 
very familiar with spell formations. She went all the way like she was entering 
a no man’s realm. 

Eventually, they discovered a stone house hidden in the mist. However, 
everyone was stunned when they stepped in. Surprisingly, there was 
someone in the stone house. 
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The dust all over the stone house outside had experienced countless years of 
precipitation. The interior of the stone house was spotless as if time had 
frozen yesterday. The interior was very simple with a set of a table and chairs 
as well as a bed. 

What Alex and the others saw was a lady dressed in red lying on the bed… 
The lady, who looked about thirty years old, had fair, lustrous, and delicate 
skin and a full head of hair with a tall and graceful figure. Even when she was 
lying down, her stunningly curvy figure still could be seen. 

What surprised Alex the most was that the lady was wearing the unique 
female outfit of America, the folk dress. 

A bright red folk dress with an inlay of gold trim on it and a pair of long snow-
white legs was fully visible before them. A red rope was tied to the ankle of 
her left foot. 

Such a dress-up gave Alex a kind of misconception… Could it be that the 
person before him came from the Wasteland? 



Who the heck was she? Why was she lying here? 

“Is she… Dead?” The old pig looked at the woman on the bed. “She makes 
my hair stand on end somehow.” 

Alex glanced at it. “You’re hairless, okay?” 

The old pig replied, “That’s because you’ve never seen me with grown hair.” 

“So, someone plucked all your hair out?” 

“Pfft, I’m too lazy to be bothered with you.” 

Joking around for a while had much decreased the tense atmosphere. The 
Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens nodded. “She’s dead, but she should 
have been very powerful when she was alive. Little Minion, go touch her foot 
to take a look.” 

Alex froze. “Why do I have to touch her foot?” 

The Mystic Maiden pointed at the red rope on the lady’s small calf. “This rope 
is of great origin. If you manage to untie it, it will be yours.” 

The old pig’s eyes gleamed. “What treasure is that?” 

The Mystic Maiden said, “Old Moon’s Red Rope.” 

“What?!” 

Alex was astonished. This should be a mythical item. Was it possible that it 
existed in reality? 

The Mystic Maiden asked him to try it without touching the red rope but her 
foot first. 

As a result, Alex, who walked forward before he was able to touch the lady’s 
barefoot, was shocked by an ovenvhelming force as he was flung away, 
crashing hard into the wall. Beams of golden light even surged abruptly with 
countless glowing runes to neutralize the impact force. 

However, Alex spat a mouthful of blood and was severely injured. If his 
defense had not been strong enough, he would have been shocked to death 
this time. 



“There’s a force field next to her!” Alex said as he got up and wiped a handful 
of blood from the corner of his mouth. 

The Mystic Maiden shook her head. “It’s not a force field, but it’s the domain of 
the strong. It won’t dissipate after her death. Perhaps there’s a fixation on her. 
Try again using your mental senses.” 

Alex refused. “I don’t want to try it anymore. I think you’re kind of a troll.” 

That was Alex’s truth. The Mystic Maiden was a troll who cared about trolling 
him without being of any help. The Mystic Maiden helplessly looked at the old 
pig. 

The old pig retreated consecutively. “No, no, no. I can’t. I’m a pig. I only have 
feet and no hands.” 

Alex said, “You have a tongue.” 

The old pig’s expression froze. “Then, wouldn’t that mean that I have to lick…” 

The Mystic Maiden shook her head. “No, Pigsy is unsuitable. Anyhow, she 
was a strong person. Even if it’s just an immortal fixation, it possesses the 
dignity of the strong. Livestock can’t do it, but a little minion is suitable…” 

Pigsy was extremely depressed. Since when did it become livestock? That 
was worse than a pet. 

The Mystic Maiden continued, “The Old Cow’s Breathing Technique that I 
taught you before is incomplete, and there’s a follow-up. So continue trying 
again, I can teach you the rest.” 

Alex stared at her and was speechless for a moment. He thought. ‘I have 
already said this woman is a troll. She only taught me half of the breathing 
technique. She’s so narrow-minded.’ 

However, he compromised when he thought about the greatness of the Old 
Cow’s Breathing Technique. 

Once again, he took two steps forward and faced the corpse of the lady in red, 
slowly covering it with his divine sense. 

Buzz! 



A powerful mental domain opened up instantly. 
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The mental domain enveloped the entire stone house. 

Alex felt distressed as he thought, ‘Oh no, I have been terribly trolled this time. 
The mental strength of this corpse in red is insanely powerful like a boundless 
ocean. At first, I thought my mental cultivation was considerably decent, but I 
pale into insignificance before this kind of unparalleled mental strength. I’m 
afraid that she would be able to obliterate me with a single thought.’ 

‘Let’s escape!‘ Alex’s thoughts surged as he tried to retract his mental 
strength. 

However, he realized miserably that it was too late to do it. His mental 
strength and the mental strength of the corpse in red generated some kind of 
mystifying intertwinement, as if they were firmly glued and could not be pulled 
back. 

“D*mn it! I’m going to die this time! I’ll be dead for sure!” 

“Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens, you d*mned troll! If I manage to get out 
alive, I’ll definitely spank your ass!” 

He yelled in the mental domain. As a result, he heard an immediate reply. 
“Whose ass are you going to spank?” 

Once he turned around… 

‘F*ck, what’s going on?’ 

To his surprise, the Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens and the old pig were 
right behind him. They had come in after they were enveloped by the mental 
domain. 

She could hear everything he said without missing a word. At this moment, 
the Mystic Maiden’s stunningly beautiful face was cold, as if she was 
infuriated. 



Did a minion rebel against her? 

“Ahem, I mean, I’m going to spank the ass of this female corpse in red.” Alex’s 
desire for survival was strong, so he immediately targeted the female corpse 
in red on the bed. Compared to before, that buttock of the one on the bed was 
one size greater than the Mystic Maiden. 

However, the next second, an anomaly suddenly occurred. The one on the 
bed abruptly opened her eyes, and two beams of silver light shot out of her 
eyes. She then sat up on the bed as well. 

“Ah!” 

“The corpse moved!” 

The old pig squealed as it was shocked to the core. 

The Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens also seemed a little nervous and 
scolded Alex. “What nonsense are you talking about? As the fixation of the 
strong remains, you shall not trample on her dignity either. Look, this is 
terrible. If she goes berserk later, you have to bear all of it on your own.” 

Alex was speechless. The body of the corpse in red was spotless. 

She was fundamentally different from the corpses outside, as if she was just 
asleep. Moreover, she seemed like she had just fallen asleep yesterday, 
looking no different from a living person. At this moment, she slowly turned 
around and looked at Alex. 

The old pig hurriedly distanced itself from him and shouted, “Reprisal for a 
wrong should be directed at the perpetrator. He’s the one who wanted to 
spank your ass. He’s called Alex Rockefeller. You should go after him, not 
me.” 

Alex even saw the Mystic Maiden take a few steps backward. 

‘How disloyal! How disloyal!’ 

Whoosh! 

The silver eyes of the female corpse in red met Alex’s eyes right away. 



For a moment, Alex’s eyes seemed to go blind, unable to see anything at all. 
All he could see was an expanse of brilliant white. 

“Ah!” 

Alex cried out in pain. 

But soon, a foreign energy factor entered his eyes, and he did not feel much 
pain, as if there were clear waves flowing in his eyes. Then, he seemed to be 
able to see again… 

The scene before him was no longer the stone house, but it was an enormous 
city. 

Alex felt a little familiar as this seemed to be a bird’s eye view. Looking at the 
overall situation, he saw the outline of the enormous city. When he thought 
about it, it was the appearance of the ruins of this undersea city. When he 
looked at the people coming and going, be noticed that everyone seemed 
sorrowful. 

Such an enormous city consisted of hundreds of thousands of people, yet it 
seemed extremely quiet. That was the tranquility on the eve of a great battle. 
Outside was full of endless armies of the Undying Clan. 

“This is our last battle in Atlantis. It’s also the last battle… In our lives!” 

A lady in red spoke slowly as she floated in the air. 

She had delicate bare feet and a stunningly beautiful face, and the Old 
Moon’s Red Rope was tied to her leg. She was none other than the lady lying 
in the stone house. 
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Surprised, Alex looked at the lady before him as well as the enormous 
undersea city suspiciously. He felt astonished. 

‘Atlantis?’ 



He was no stranger to this name. When he was a student, he often saw the 
description in some magazines and books. It was the mystery of the world. 
Someone once stepped forward and said that he had discovered the ruins of 
Atlantis, but it was all just a guess. 

Although what Alex saw now was probably the mental world of the lady in red, 
he had reason to believe that this was the real Atlantis. What was circulating 
outside was also the legend of this ancient undersea city. 

“The last battle!” 

“We have no reinforcements in this battle!” 

“This battle is a battle for the sake of hope!” 

“This battle… There is no survival… But someone will survive on behalf of us 
and pass on the torch to future generations. The spirit of Atlantis will never 
perish!” 

The words of the lady in red were solemn and sorrowful yet carried a 
relentless momentum. 

Combined with the densely packed Undying Clan and undead demon beasts 
outside, they appeared even more magnificent. The hundreds of thousands of 
warriors neatly lined up at the ancient city square. No one flinched, and no 
one was afraid. 

Battle. They fought so that someone could have better survival. 

Tooot! 

The huge blowing horn sounded. Seventy two Heavenly Immortal-slaying 
Formation was activated. 

The lady in red was the ancient city’s commander who was in charge of the 
overall situation. She was the soul of the Seventy two Heavenly Immortal-
slaying Formation and the backbone of everyone. 

Wham! 

As Atlantis’ defensive formations were breached, the Undying Clan rushed 
into the ancient city like a tidal wave. There were hustles, murderous intent, 
and roars. Blood, stumps, and deaths. 



Such a war was too tragic. Even if the Seventy two Heavenly Immortal-slaying 
Formation was extremely powerful, it could not instantaneously kill strong 
enemies in a short time. This was a painful process that required blood and 
lives to pave the way. 

Lives passed on every second. 

Alex had seen countless wars, but his heart could not help trembling when he 
saw such a scene. The intensity of this war had even surpassed the battle led 
by Ksitigarbha in front of Kala Temple. 

This place was the outpost of the Undying Clan. 

Countless advanced species and commander-level Supremes from the 
Undying Clan lashed out one after another. 

Boom, boom, boom! Boom, boom, boom! 

In the ancient city, energy cannons were fired, and order chains flew all over 
the sky. 

There were expert Supremes, Divine Monarch warlords and even powerful 
Heavenly Emperors here. 

The human race, the monster race, the demon race and various supernatural 
races united to fight against the Undying Clan. 

This battle was earth-shattering. As countless seas churned, surging light 
pillars from the ocean floor over the depth of tens of kilometers pierced the 
seawater and soared into the sky. Amidst the crisis, strong people self-
destructed to drag countless enemy troops to their demise. 

“Kill! I shall die a glorious death for the human race!” 

“Roar! I shall fight to the death for the monster race!” 

“I shall fight for the demonic path! The demonic path is sentimental…” 

“Commander Red, clear a path for me! My Green Wolf tribe will go first! Kill!” 

When the lady in red floating high in the sky looked at the burly person who 
shouted, she nodded hard. “See you again in the next life!” 



When she abruptly waved the small flag in her hand, a gap opened up in a 
particular part of the Seventy two Heavenly Immortal-slaying Formation. The 
burly green wolf led the team and rushed out to engage in a great battle… 
Unfortunately, this was a deadly battle without any possibility of survival. 

“Commander Red, I, from the Western God Sect, shall go too!” 

“Commander Red, I shall go forth to war for Heavenly Sword Sect! If there’s a 
next life, see you again!” 

“…” 

The calls to arms one after another represented the waves of warriors 
treading to their demise. They were impassioned as they laughed heartily to 
their demise. 

The war was tragic. 

Looking at them, Alex was so dumbfounded that his eyes were red-rimmed as 
he choked with emotion. 
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How heroic and miserable was that? 

The ancestors of ancient times had unexpectedly come this far. The Undying 
Clan deserved to die! 

At this moment, Alex saw a peerless golden arrow shot over from afar. 

That was a messenger arrow. 

When the lady in red waved her hand and grabbed it, audios and visuals 
popped out of it… From Alex’s perspective, he just happened to see that this 
was an urgent report, saying that the divine tribe at the northern sacred 
mountain of the universe betrayed them, defected to the Undying Clan, and 
leaked the secrets of Atlantis. They even took the lead to intercept and kill 
Emperor Rowan and the Phoenix Empress, sneaking into the Abyss. The 
name of the divine tribe was the Olympian Army. 



‘What?’ 

Alex was stunned. 

‘It turned out to be the Olympian Army? It couldn’t be the Olympus, right?’ 

‘So, could it be that the sacred golden mountain that has suddenly appeared 
now is related to the Olympian Army?’ 

Then, Alex saw the lady in red brazenly lashing out because there was a force 
in the city of Atlantis comprising the members of the Olympian Army. So she 
took the matter into her own hands by interrogating the truths and lies. 
Eventually, she single- handedly obliterated all the members of the Olympian 
Army in public. 

The war became even more tragic. 

Two days later, another urgent report arrived. It was good news this time. 
Emperor Rowan and the Phoenix Empress led top- notch experts of the 
universe and headed to the Abyss to destroy the enemy’s lair. They finally 
succeeded in the infiltration so that Commander Red could evacuate and play 
it by ear. 

It turned out that the war in Atlantis was all for the sake of attracting firepower 
to allow the group of people at the rear to find an opportunity to sneak into the 
enemy’s center. 

The lady in red watched the fierce war. 

She saw young children, who were only fifteen or sixteen years old, holding 
great swords and rushing toward the Undying Clan, only to be overwhelmed in 
the end… 

She saw aged powerhouses, who dragged the Undying Clan, rush to the rear-
line and self-destruct… 

She saw familiar faces and powerhouses of the universe bid farewell to her 
one after another, saying that they would meet again in the next life. 

Retreat? There was no retreat! 

Deep down, she had never thought of retreat. Now, three-quarters of her 
people had died on the battlefield. 



Once she retreated, the rest would be devoured within a moment. How could 
she face those heroes who had met their deaths? 

“Fight to the death! I shall not retreat!” 

“I shall offer my body to the cultivation to defend here forever!” 

“The Seventy two Heaven- slaying Immortal Formation, forge my sword heart 
so that I’ll be indestructible eternally!” 

“Kill!” 

Alex was on pins and needles as he witnessed the next scene. To his 
surprise, the lady in red offered her body to the cultivation. She used her life to 
forge the sword heart of the spell formation, turning the Seventy two Heaven-
slaying Immortal Formation into a real bloody field of a massacre. 

She was the Seventy two Heaven-slaying Immortal Formation! 

It was powerful, domineering, and peerless. 

Buzz! 

As his mind buzzed, Alex felt immense pain in his eyes again, and tears could 
not stop streaming down his face. He heard the old pig’s voice. “Hey, Little 
Minion. Alex Rockefeller, you aren’t dead yet, right?” 

Alex gradually came to his senses with tearful eyes. His eyes only became 
slightly comfortable after a while, but there was silver light gleaming in his 
eyes. 

The Mystic Maiden frowned as she asked, “Could it be that the silver light in 
these eyes is a kind of contagious eye disease?” 

When Alex looked at her, the silver light in his eyes became more brilliant. He 
finally could see things clearly… However, the scene he saw was a bit wrong. 
When he looked at the Mystic Maiden now, he saw eight Chaos Beads, the 
Chaos Chi energy in her body, and various bizarre scenes. 

‘Oh my, it’s strange. What is this? Is it the internal composition of the Mystic 
Maiden?’ 

He blinked hard. When he looked at her again, there was another change. 



To his surprise, he saw something even more impressive. It was her naked, 
snow-white, delicate, graceful, and slender body. 

‘F*ck. This is…’ 

‘Did I see something absurd with my eyes?’ 

The Mystic Maiden felt very uncomfortable when he looked at her like that. 
She felt as though she had no more secrets. She covered her upper body with 
her hands at once. “What are you looking at?” 
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“Buns…” 

As soon as that word left his mouth, Alex’s heart raced wildly. He finally 
realized something, so he hurriedly remedied it. “I’m hungry. I want to eat 
buns… The huge buns in my homeland.” 

Deep down, he was more than shocked. It turned out to be… X-ray vision! 

After his eyes were illuminated by the silver light of the lady in red, he learned 
of some things in her mental world. As a result, he unexpectedly possessed 
the ability of X-ray vision. 

What was that silver light? 

The Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens doubtfully looked at Alex as she 
somehow felt something was wrong. What kind of buns did he want to eat at 
this time? 

What the heck was going on in this man’s head? 

But soon, she thought of something and said, “Oh, I recall that there is a 
characteristic in the cultivation of Old Cow’s Breathing Technique because 
this breathing technique consumes too much blood energy. So, you will be in 
a state of hunger. Right now, there’s only one way to solve it, eat! Eat a lot!” 

“Do you really want to eat buns?” 



Alex stared at her, but he looked strange somehow. 

The old pig, who could no longer hold it, squealed wildly and almost laughed 
while lying on the ground. 

Earlier, the Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens did not think in that direction, 
but she finally understood the implicit meaning. Then, in an instant, her 
beautiful expression drastically changed as she punched and kicked Alex, 
beating him into a pulp. 

“You can see through things with your eyes?” 

She reacted with a keen sense and knew the critical point at once. “Turn 
around! Don’t look at me!” 

Alex was helpless. He did not do it on purpose, but it suddenly happened, and 
he was completely unprepared. He even thought he saw something absurd, 
whereas the old pig was extremely envious as he possessed such an ability. It 
was simply a godsend. 

Why didn’t it possess that? 

But soon, Alex found that the silver light in his eyes had disappeared. Even 
the ability of X-ray vision was gone. 

“It’s gone. So you can’t see through things anymore?” 

When Pigsy knew about that, it felt better about itself. Otherwise, the shock 
would have been too great. 

“I don’t believe you. From now on, you aren’t allowed to look at me… Are you 
still looking at me? Believe me, I’ll gouge out your eyes.” The Mystic Maiden 
was exasperated. 

Alex fired off a barrage of complaints. “Don’t you think it’s strange not to look 
at you when I’m talking to you? Moreover, your current body is fundamentally 
created by the fusion of my Chaos Tree and Chaos Beads. You’re just a pile 
of tree leaves. What can I see? It’s not as good-looking as your flesh buried in 
the Gods’ Tomb of the Undead Territory. That’s what you call drop-dead 
gorgeous, enchanting body, curvy… Uh, the lady in red just stared at me, so 
I’m hallucinating and start talking some gibberish.” 



“She made you talk gibberish and hallucinate, but I’m hallucinating too. My 
limbs are out of control…” 

The Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens was incensed. 

This minion was really bold. When he was in the Gods’ Tomb, he must have 
made a move on her and seen everything. How outrageous! 

Alex tried to weep but failed to shed a tear. Nevertheless, he was forced to 
sign the contract, subjected to the Mystic Maiden’s mental suppression and 
passively beaten. 

But if he were to know that the contract’s effectiveness had severely 
diminished due to some unknown reason, he probably would have been in a 
different mood. 

Just as the Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens was trampling Alex, the 
situation in the stone house changed again. 

The female corpse in red unexpectedly stood up from the bed. Then, she 
walked toward Alex. 

Even the Mystic Maiden of the Nine Heavens was a little shocked by such a 
change. Clearly, she and Pigsy did not get to see the mental world of the 
female corpse in red earlier. 

At this moment, the Mystic Maiden immediately let go of Alex and jumped 
away. 

Meanwhile, Alex knew the origin of the female corpse before him because he 
had seen the great lasting battle. He was in another state of mind, so deep 
respect filled him as he lightly shouted, “Commander Red!” 

 


